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Abstract 
 
Many biological results are published only in plain–text documents and these documents or 
their abstracts are collected in web-based digital libraries such as PubMed and BioMed Central. 
To expedite the progress of functional bioinformatics, it is important to efficiently process large 
amounts of these documents, to extract these results into a structured format, and to store them in 
a database so that these results can be retrieved and analyzed by biologists and medical 
researchers. Automated discovery and extraction of the biological knowledge from biomedical 
web documents has become essential because of the enormous amount of biomedical literature 
published each year. In this paper we present a semi-supervised efficient learning approach to 
automatically extract biological knowledge from the web-based digital libraries. Our method 
integrates ontology-based semantic tagging as well as information extraction and data mining 
together. Our method automatically learns the patterns based on a few user seed tuples and then 
extracts new tuples from the biomedical web documents based on the discovered patterns. A novel 
system, SPIE (Scalable and Portable Information Extraction), is implemented and tested on the 
PuBMed to find the chromatin protein–protein interaction. The experimental results indicate our 
approach is very effective in extracting biological knowledge from a huge collection of 
biomedical web documents. 
 
 
1. Introduction 
 
Many biological results are published only in plain–text documents and these documents or 
their abstracts are collected in web-based digital libraries, such as PubMed and BioMed Central. 
To expedite the progress of functional bioinformatics, it is important to develop scalable learning 
methods to efficiently process large amounts of biomedical documents and to extract the results 
into a structured format that is easy for retrieval and analysis by genomic and medical researchers. 
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Automated discovery and extraction of this biological knowledge from web-based biomedical 
digital libraries has become essential because of the enormous amount of biomedical literature 
published each year. A promising approach for making vast information manageable and easily 
accessible is to develop an information extraction (IE) system that automatically processes these 
documents, extracts the important biological knowledge such as protein–protein interactions, 
functionality of the genes, subcellular location of the protein, etc. and consolidates them into 
databases. This system serves several purposes: (1) It consolidates data about a single organism or 
a single class of entity (e.g., proteins, genes etc) in one place, making them very helpful for 
bioinformatics research at genomic scale in order to get a global view of that organism; (2) This 
process makes the information searchable and manageable since these results are extracted in a 
structured format; (3) The extracted knowledge can help researchers  generate plausible 
hypotheses or at least clarify and classify biological knowledge so as to assist the user in 
generating hypotheses. It can also alter the user’s perception of the biological relationships in such 
a way  to stimulate new experiments and methods. Some databases that accumulate these 
biological relationships are DIP for protein–protein interactions [Xenarios et al.,2001], KEGG for 
biological pathways [Kanehisa & Goto, 1997], and BIND for molecular interactions [Bader et al., 
2001]. The biological knowledge stored in these databases is almost entirely manually assembled. 
However, it is becoming more and more difficult for curators to keep up with the increasing 
volume of literature. Thus, automatic methods are needed to speed up this step of database 
construction. Integration of web mining, text mining and information extraction provides a 
promising direction to assist in the curation process to construct such databases. 
Scalability and portability are two major problem areas which are recognized as impeding 
widespread use of IE in huge collections of these web-based biomedical digital libraries such as 
PubMed. Current IE techniques extract relations from PubMed by examining every abstract or use 
filters to select promising abstracts for extraction. IE typically involves several steps such as 
name-entity tagging, (e.g., identifying entity names), syntactic parsing, and finally rule matching. 
Thus, processing each abstract is relatively expensive. With more than 12 million abstracts in 
PubMed, processing time is becoming a bottleneck when exploiting IE technology for leveraging 
extracted information with relational databases. This approach is not feasible for huge online 
biomedical digital libraries. Filtering techniques focus on potentially useful abstracts and can 
dramatically improve the efficiency and scalability of the IE process. The current filtering 
techniques, however, require human involvement to maintain and to adapt to new topics or sub 
disciplines.  
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This paper presents a semi-supervised efficient learning approach to automatically extract 
biological knowledge from a huge collection of online biomedical literature to help biologists in 
functional bioinformatics research. Our techniques build on the idea of DIPRE introduced by Brin 
[Brin, 1998]. The goal is to develop an efficient and portable information extraction system that 
automatically extracts various biological knowledge such as protein–protein interactions, protein–
gene interactions, and functionality of genes from biomedical literature etc, with little or no 
human intervention. The biological knowledge will help  uncover hidden relationships and 
complexes governing genomic operations.  The contributions of our research approach are as 
follows: 
• Ontology-based semantic annotation of the online biomedical documents.  The activity of 
ontology-based semantic tagging marks up the relevant pieces of information from the 
documents (written in plain ASCII or HTML format) with a tag set defined on the ontology. In 
particular, we work with the UMLS and Gene Ontology (GO).   
• Automatic query generation for effective retrieval from web-based biomedical library. We 
introduce a novel automatic query-based technique to identify the web documents that are 
promising for the extraction of relations from text while assuming only a minimal search 
interface to the web-based library. It automatically discovers the characteristics of documents 
that are useful for extraction of a target relation and generates queries in each iteration to select 
potentially useful documents from the text databases.   
• Dual reinforcement information extraction for pattern generation and tuple extraction.  The 
whole procedure is unsupervised with no human intervention except a few seed tuples provided 
by the user in the very beginning. Also it introduces a strategy for evaluating the quality of the 
patterns and the tuples that are generated in each iteration of the extraction process. Only those 
tuples and patterns that are regarded as being “sufficiently reliable” will be kept by it for the 
following iteration of the system. These new strategies for generation and filtering of patterns 
and tuples improve the quality of the extracted tuples and patterns significantly.  
• Our approach scales very well in huge collections in the web-based digital library because it 
does not need to scan every web document. Since the only domain-dependant component in 
our approach is the initial seed tuples, our system is easy to port to a new domain. 
• Unlike other learning based methods, which require parsing as the prerequisite in order to build 
a classification models, our approach works directly on the plain–text representation and needs 
much less manual intervention, without the laborious text pre–processing work. 
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The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we present the overview of the 
architecture of SPIE. In Section 3 we discuss our automatic query learning method for selecting 
promising text files from the text databases for extraction. We introduce the ontology-based entity 
tagging and extraction of sentence in Section 4. We present our mutual reinforcement approach 
for pattern extraction and tuple extraction in Section 5. The experimental results of SPIE on 
PubMed for chromatin protein-protein interactions are shown in Section 6. We conclude in 
Section 7. 
 
2. Architecture of SPIE  
 
Biomedical literature mining from web-based biomedical library (mainly PubMed) has attracted 
a lot of attention recently from information extraction, data mining, natural language 
understanding (NLP) and bioinformatics community [Hirschman et al. 2002]. A lot of methods 
have been proposed and various systems have been developed for extracting biological knowledge 
from biomedical literature such as finding protein or gene names [Fukuda et al. 1998; Stapley et 
al. ,2000], protein–protein interactions [Blaschke et al.,1999; Marcott et al.,2001; Ding et 
al.,2002; Ono et al.,2001], protein–gene interactions [Chiang &Yu,2003], subcellular location of 
protein, functionality of gene, protein synonyms [de Brujin & Martin, 2002] etc. For example, in 
their pioneering work in biomedical literature mining, Fukuda et al. [1998] rely on special 
characteristics such as the occurrence of uppercase letters, numerals and special endings to 
pinpoint protein names. Stapley et al. [2000] extracted co–occurrences of gene names from 
MEDLINE documents and used them to predict their connections based on their joint and 
individual occurrence statistics. Blaschke et al. [1999] propose an NLP–based approach to parse 
sentences in abstracts into grammatical units and then analyze sentences discussing interactions 
based on the frequency of individual words. Because of the complexity and variety of the English 
language, such approach is inherently difficult. Ono et al. [2001] manually defined some regular 
expression patterns to identify the protein–protein interactions. The problem is that regular 
expression searches for abstracts containing relevant words, such as “interact”, “bind” etc, poorly 
discriminates true hits from abstracts using the words in alternative senses and misses abstracts 
using different language to describe the interactions. His method relies on manually created 
“pattern” to the biological relationship. This approach may introduce a lot of “false positives” or 
“false negatives,” and it is unable to capture the new biological relationships not in those 
“manual” patterns. Marcott et al. [2001] proposed a Bayesian approach based on the frequencies 
of discriminating words found in the abstracts. They score Medline abstracts for probability of 
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discussing the topic of interest according to the frequencies of discriminating words found in the 
abstract. The highly likely abstracts are the sources for the curators for further examination for 
entry into the databases. Hahn et al. [2002] developed the MEDSYNDIKATE based on NLP 
techniques to extract knowledge from medical reports.  Although the approaches differ, they can 
all be seen as examples of this process: first selects what they will read, then identifies important 
entities and relations between those entities, and finally combines this new information with other 
documents and other knowledge. These systems, however, suffer from various weaknesses. First, 
the templates these systems are supplied with allow only factual information about particular, a 
prior chosen entities (cell type, virus type, protein group, etc.) to be assembled from the analyzed 
documents. Also, these knowledge sources are considered to be entirely static. Accordingly, when 
the focus of interest of a user shifts to a topic not considered so far, new templates must be 
supplied or existing ones must be updated manually.  
To our surprise, of the many biomedical literature mining studies, not much attention has been 
paid to the portability and scalability issue simultaneously in automatic information extraction 
from biomedical literature. With the development of genomic research, the scope and goals of 
bioinformatics research are getting more complicated, and the number of published documents is 
growing at a very fast rate. Thus, the information extraction and mining methods must be flexible 
to work in multiple goals in different sub–disciplines and can scale to millions of documents. 
Based on this consideration, we present a novel approach which addresses both of those two 
problems by automatically discovering good patterns for a new scenario with little or no human 
intervention. Compared with previous work, our method reduces the manual intervention to a 
great minimum. Our method only needs a few training examples and it can automatically extract 
the actual biological knowledge embedded in the huge collections in a web-based digital library. 
The closest work to us is Snowball [Agichtein & Gravano, 2000], but Snowball only can handle 
the situation where one entity can only involve one relationship. This is normally not true in the 
bioinformatics domain, where an entity involves many relationships. For example, a protein may 
interact with many other proteins, and a protein/gene has multiple functionalities etc. Thus, 
Snowball can’t be used in biomedical literature mining. 
To deal with the portability and scalability issues in biomedical literature mining 
simultaneously, we introduce some novel ideas. Unlike previous approaches, which use annotated 
corpus for training, we only use a few seed examples, making it easier to port from one subject 
domain to another. Current biomedical literature mining systems either scan every document or 
use filters to select potential promising documents for extraction. There are some limitations for 
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this approach. Scanning every document is not feasible for large online biomedical literature such 
as PubMed. The current filtering techniques require human involvement to maintain and to adopt 
new databases and domains [Califf & Mooney 2003]. In biomedical research, especially in rapidly 
changing fields such as molecular biology and medicine, subjects can be extremely complex: there 
are many synonymous terms, new connections are constantly discovered between previously 
unrelated subjects and review documents are outdated very quickly [de Brujin & Martin, 2002]. In 
these situations, an automatic query–based technique is necessary in order to get relevant 
documents from large text databases for information extraction, which can be adapted to new 
domains or databases with minimal human effort.  
Based on these considerations, we present a scalable and portable information extraction system 
(SPIE) as shown in Figure 1. 
 
 
Figure 1. Architecture of SPIE 
 
Our system uses a pipelined architecture, and tries to do the extraction with as little human 
intervention as possible.  Our method extracts biological knowledge from biomedical libraries and 
requires only a handful of training examples from users. These examples are used as seed tuples to 
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generate extraction patterns that in turn result in new tuples being extracted from the biomedical 
literature database. Our method consists of the following steps: 
1. Starting with a set of user-provided seed tuples (the seed tuples can be quite small), our system 
retrieves a sample of documents from the biomedical digital library. At the initial stage of the 
overall document retrieval process, we have no information about the documents that might be 
useful for the goal of extraction. The only information we require about the target relation is a 
set of user-provided seed tuples, including the specification of the relation attributes to be used 
for document retrieval. We construct some simple queries by using the attribute values of the 
initial seed tuples to extract the document samples of a pre-defined size using the search 
engine.  
2. The tuple set induces a binary partition (a split) on the documents: those that contain tuples or 
those that do not contain any tuple from the relation. The documents are thus labeled 
automatically as either positive or negative examples, respectively. The positive examples 
represent the documents that contain at least one tuple. The negative examples represent 
documents that contain no tuples. 
3. We next apply data mining algorithms to derive queries targeted to match—and retrieve— 
additional documents similar to the positive examples  
4. With ontology-based entities and functions tagging, we extract sentences of interests from the 
documents and find occurrence tuples in the sentences.  
5. Generate extraction patterns and extract new tuples based on pattern matching. 
6. Query the biomedical digital library using the learned queries from Step 3 to retrieve a set of 
promising documents form the databases. Then, we go to Step 2.  The whole procedure repeats 
until the no new tuples can be added in the relation or we reach the pre-set limit of a maximal 
number of text files to process.  
 
The details of the key steps are discussed in the subsequent sections 
 
3. Learning Queries to Retrieve Potential Promising Web Documents 
 
Previous approaches for addressing the high computational cost of information extraction 
resorted to document filtering to select the document that deserved further processing by the 
information extraction system. This filtering technique still requires scanning the complete 
database to consider every document. Alternative approaches use keywords or phases as filter 
(which could be converted to queries) that were manually crafted and tuned by the information 
extraction system developers. In biomedical and bioinformatics domain, there exist research topics 
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that cannot be uniquely characterized by a set of key words because relevant keywords are (i) also 
heavily used in other contexts and (ii) often omitted in relevant documents because the context is 
clear to the target audience. Information retrieval interfaces such as entrez/PubMed produce either 
low precision or low recall in this case.  
To yield a high recall at a reasonable precision, the results of a broad information retrieval 
search have to be filtered to remove irrelevant documents. We use automated text categorization 
for this purpose.  In the initial round, we select a pre–specified number of documents based on the 
seed examples. For example, if our system is used for extracting protein–protein interactions, the 
seed examples are a set of protein name pairs as shown in Table 1. So we can first select all those 
documents in the PubMed which contain all those protein names in the seed examples. If a 
document does contain the seed examples in a single sentence, we label it as a positive example 
otherwise it is negative. These labeled documents are used in the later stage by a data mining 
algorithm to learn the characteristics of the documents. The learned rules are converted to a query 
list in order to retrieve potentially promising documents for IE in the next iteration. Starting from 
the second round, we use the query list derived from the learned rules to select potential 
interesting documents and rely on all the available tuples for document classification. The process 
is illustrated in Figure 2. 
 
Table 1 Initial training seed tuples 
Protein 1 Protein 2 Interaction 
HP1 histoneH3 Yes 
HP1 HDAC4 Yes 
KAP1 SETDB1 Yes 
AuroraB INCENP Yes 
 
Our approach automatically discovers the characteristics of documents that are useful for 
extraction of a target relation, starting with only a handful of user-provided examples of tuples of 
the relation to extract. Using these tuples as seeds, our system retrieves a sample of documents 
from the database. By running the information extraction system over the documents, we identify 
which documents are useful for the extraction task at hand. Then we apply data mining techniques 
to learn queries that will tend to match additional useful documents. Given a set of useful and 
useless documents as the training set, our goal now is to generate queries that would retrieve many 
documents that the IE system will find useful, and few that IE will not be able to use.  The process 
consists of two stages: (1) convert the positive and negative examples into an appropriate 
representation for training, and (2) run the data mining algorithms on  the training examples to 
generate a set of rules and then convert the rules into a an ordered list of queries expected to 
retrieve new useful documents. In our current implementation we integrate three algorithms: 
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Ripple [Cohen, 1995], CBA [Liu et al, 1998] and our own maximal generalized decision rules 
DB-Deci [Hu & Cercone, 2001].  We rank all the rules based on the Laplace measures and the top 
10% of the rules are converted into a query list. 
For example if a rule set is 
Positive  IF WORDS  ~  protein AND binding . 
Positive  IF WORDS ~   cell and function . 
 
then it can convert to a query list 
Query 1:  protein AND binding  
Query 2:  cell AND function 
 
Unlike most other IR system which use a single term selected with a statistically-based term 
weighting [Roberston, 1990], we use data mining algorithm to extract rules from the documents 
and then use the terms  from the rules  as the basic unit for our query term.    
 
 
Figure 2. The process of learning queries from retrieved documents 
 
4. Ontology-based Entity and Functionality Tagging and Extraction of 
Sentences of Interests 
 
A key step in generating and matching patterns to extract new tuples is finding where entity pairs 
occur in the text.  Identification of biomedical entities is very challenging because of the difficulty 
in determining the term boundaries, aggregation of synonymous expressions and spelling 
variations. Most biomedical terms, for example, protein names, are compound words. Thus 
biomedical terms tend to consist of a combination of numerals, symbols, and verbs, making it very 
difficult to find term boundaries using a machine learning approach. Also there can be multiple 
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expressions that are synonymous with a particular biomedical term. These can arise from 
abbreviations or acronyms as well as from spelling variations. If these variations are recognized as 
different entities, it can often cause problems for information extraction. In our system we use the 
ontology UMLS for the entity tagging. The latest version of the UMLS metathesaurus 
[http://www.nlm.nih.gov/research/umls/] contains more than 1 million medical concepts with 
spelling/abbreviation variants and their canonical forms. By reducing these variants to a single 
canonical form, we can treat them as the same entity. 
Once the entities in the text document are identified, our system can ignore unwanted text 
segments, focus on occurrence of entities, and analyze the context that surrounds each pair of such 
entities to check if they are connected by the right words and hence match our patterns. We 
noticed that in most of the cases, the entity pair with a biological relationship normally occurs 
within the same sentences, so we segment the biomedical documents into sentences using the 
publicly available software SentenceSplitter  
(http://l2r.cs.uiuc.edu/~cogcomp/index_research.html.) After sentence segmentation, only those 
sentences with a pair of entities will be retained for further consideration for extraction. This step 
significantly reduces the data size and computation time without losing much useful information. 
We understand in some cases, two entities with a biological relationship may not always appear in 
the same sentences in a document. But we believe that such pair will occur multiple times in 
different documents. The likelihood is very high (almost certain) that the entity pair will appear 
together in at least once in some sentence from one of these documents in our large collection of 
biomedical documents. For example, the protein pair HHR23B and XPC occur together in 
documents PMID: 10488153, 9164480, and 8692695 and appear in the same sentence in both 
PMID 9164480 and 8692695. This observation is verified by our experimental results (in Section 
4), on average, a pair of interacted proteins occur at least 6 times together in some sentences in our 
document collection of almost half a million MEDLIEN abstracts.  
Specialized knowledge services require tools that can search and extract specific knowledge 
directly from unstructured text on the web, guided by an ontology that details what type of 
knowledge to harvest.  Our tagging operation is integrated with   an ontology that provides a 
structural semantic encoding of functions, like the Gene Ontology 
(http://www.geneontology.org/). An ontology uses concepts and relations to classify domain 
knowledge. Other researchers have used ontologies to support knowledge extraction, but few have 
explored their full potential in this domain. In AI ontologies were developed for purposes such as 
knowledge sharing and reuse, data exchange among programs, unification of disparate data, 
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knowledge representation, and knowledge-based services etc. Recently, many ontologies for 
knowledge representation in the biological domains have been proposed [Backer et al., 1999; 
Nataliya, 2001]. Well-known bio-ontologies include the TAMBI Ontology (TaO) for data 
integration [http://img.cs.man.ac.uk/tambis], UMLS for biomedicine and GO ontology for gene 
product function, to name a few.   
In the ontology-based tagging operation, each selected web document is divided into 
paragraphs and sentences. Each sentence is analyzed syntactically and semantically to identify any 
relevant knowledge to extract. Processing for each abstract consists of the following steps: 
1. Analyze syntax of  every sentence in each abstract 
2. Identify protein and functions for each noun phrase in each sentence 
2.1.  Look-up in Go/UMLS ontology  
2.2.  Look-up in the ancillary protein name list 
Augment identification proceeds by examining each noun phrase in the underspecified syntactic 
parser for each sentence. The process determines whether the noun phrase matches a UMLS/GO 
concept, an entry in one of the ancillary lists of genes and cells, or an item in the local, 
contextually-determined list. In order to access GO, a program called GoMap has been developed 
to examine the syntactic structure of noun phrases and determines the best match between the 
input phrase and concepts in the GO. The Apple Pie Parser 
(www.cs.nyu.edu/cs/projects/proteus/app) was used to group phrases that are grammatically 
related by the syntactical analysis. Using semantic analysis, the tool then locates a sentence’s main 
components (subject, verb, object and so on). To extract binary relationships between a pair of 
entities, we need domain-specific semantic knowledge, which we can infer from the ontology and 
use to determine required and expected relations between the entities.  The extraction tool then 
automatically retrieves metadata triplets (entity-relation-entity) from the ontology to overcome the 
limitations of the predefined fixed templates. This flexibility increases as the number of ontology 
class and relationship name decreases, thus avoiding, for example, compound or obscure names 
that might confuse concept identification and term expansion. Our system attempts to identify not 
just entities, but also their relationships following ontology relation declarations and lexical 
information.  
The example below shows the protein name tagging and the sentences of interests extracted 
from abstract PMID: 9334186. 
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The transcription factors Fos, Jun, and Ets regulate the expression of human stromelysin–1 and 
collagenase–1 genes. Recently, we found that <protein>ERG</protein>, an Ets family member, 
activates collagenase–1 gene but not stromelysin–1 by physically interacting with c–Fos/c–Jun. 
Interestingly, <protein>ERG</protein> binds to stromelysin–1 promoter and represses its 
activation by <protein>ETS2</protein>. Here, to investigate the molecular mechanism of this 
regulation, we have used an in vitro protein–protein interaction assay and studied the transcription 
factor interactions of <protein>ETS2</protein>. We found that <protein>ETS2</protein> could 
weakly associate with in vitro synthesized <protein>ETS1</protein>, c–Fos, and c–Jun and 
strongly with c–Fos/c–Jun complex and <protein>ERG</protein> via several distinct 
<protein>ETS2</protein> domains including the C–terminal region that contains the DNA–binding 
domain. Strikingly, these interactions were stabilized in vitro by DNA as they were inhibited by 
ethidium bromide. Both the N–terminal region, comprising the transactivation domain, and the C–
terminal region of <protein>ETS2</protein> associated with <protein>ERG</protein> and, 
interestingly, the interaction of <protein>ERG</protein> through the transactivation domain of 
<protein>ETS2</protein> was DNA–independent. The DNA–dependent interaction of 
<protein>ETS2</protein> with c–Fos/c–Jun was enhanced by specific DNA fragments requiring 
two Ets–binding sites of the stromelysin–1 promoter. Using the two hybrid system, we also 
demonstrated that <protein>ETS2</protein> interacts with c–Jun or <protein>ERG</protein> in 
vivo. 
Figure 3. Sample Tagged Medline Abstract 
 
The following four sentences of interests are extracted from this abstract as shown below: 
(1) Interestingly, <protein>ERG</protein> binds to stromelysin–1 promoter and represses its activation 
by <protein>ETS2</protein>. 
(2) We found that <protein>ETS2</protein> could weakly associate with in vitro synthesized 
<protein>ETS1</protein>, c–Fos, and c–Jun and strongly with c–Fos/c–Jun complex and 
<protein>ERG</protein> via several distinct <protein>ETS2</protein> domains including the C–terminal 
region that contains the DNA–binding domain. 
(3) Both the N–terminal region, comprising the transactivation domain, and the C–terminal region of 
<protein>ETS2 </protein>associated with <protein>ERG</protein> and, interestingly, the interaction of 
<protein>ERG</protein> through the transactivation domain of <protein>ETS2</protein> was DNA–
independent. 
(4) Using the two hybrid system, we also demonstrated that <protein>ETS2</protein> interacts with c–
Jun or <protein>ERG</protein> in vivo. 
 
Using linguistic analysis and ontology thesauri, we introduce multiple levels of semantic 
annotation which helps us narrow our search to selected bioinformatics concepts or semantic 
types. Despite all this explicitly or implicitly available knowledge, the identification of semantic 
relations, such as protein A interacts with protein B, remains a non-trivial task. We discuss it in 
detail in the section below.  
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5. Mutual Reinforcement Principle for Pattern Generations and Tuple 
Extraction 
 
A crucial step in the extraction process is the generation of new patterns, which is accomplished 
by grouping the occurrences of known patterns in documents that occur in similar contexts. A 
good pattern should be selective but have high coverage so that they do not generate many false 
positives and can identify many new tuples. Most machine learning methods and algorithms that 
have been developed to automatically generate extraction patterns use special training resources, 
such as texts annotated with domain-specific tags (e.g., AutoSlog [Riloff ,1996], WHISK 
[Soderland, 1999]). A key limitation of using machine learning methods to induce IE methods is 
the requirement of having high-quality pre-classified corpora in information extraction from text 
database.  Creating a pre-classified corpus entails high workload for domain experts, and a corpus 
for a specific domain can usually not be directly transferred to other domains, thus making the 
portability a very challenging issue. Another bottleneck of machine learning approaches to learn 
patterns is that most learning algorithms rely on feature-based representation of objects. That is, 
an object is transformed into a collection of position-independent features f1, f2,…,fn, (fi can be a n-
gram word in the document), thereby producing a N-dimensional vector (also known as bag-of-
word representation). The limitation of this representation is that in many cases, data cannot be 
easily expressed via features. For example, in most NLP problems, feature-based representations 
produce inherently local representations of objects, for it is computationally infeasible to generate 
features involving long-range dependencies. Kernel methods [Vapnik,1995; Zelenko et al, 2003] 
and relational learning are an attractive alternative to feature-based representations. One practical 
problem in applying kernel methods or relational learning to IE in large text collection is their 
speed. The two approaches are relatively slow compared to feature classifiers, whose computation 
complexity may be too high for practical purposes. 
The heart of our approach is a mutual reinforcement technique that learns extraction patterns 
from the tuples and then exploits the learned extraction patterns to identify more tuples that belong 
to the relation. The process is illustrated in Figure 4. 
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tid Protein Protein W 
1 GCN5 H3 0.7 
2 … … … 
3 … … … 
Output 
Extraction Patterns 
P1: <protein> interacts with <protein> 
P2: <protein> acetylates <protein> 
P3: binding of <protein> with <protein> 
… 
 
 
Figure 4. Mutual Reinforcement Principle for Pattern Generations and Tuple Extraction 
 
SPIE pattern representation uses Eliza-like patterns [Weizenbaum, 1966] that can make use of 
limited syntactic and semantic information.  SPIE represents the context around the related entities 
in the patterns in a flexible way that produce patterns that are selective, yet have high coverage. 
Definition 1 A pattern is a 5–tuples <prefix, entity_tag1, infix, entity_tag2, suffix>, where 
prefix, infix, and suffix are vectors associated weights with the terms. Prefix is the part of sentence 
before entity1, infix is the part of sentence between entity1 and entity2, and suffix is the part of 
sentence after entity2. 
For example, a protein–protein interaction pattern in our approach is a tuple (or expression) 
consisting of two protein names that correspond to some conventional way of describing 
interaction. We can use these patterns to characterize those sentences that capture this knowledge. 
For every such protein pair tuple <p1, p2>, it finds segments of text in the sentences where p1 and 
p2 occur close to each other and analyzes the text that “connects” p1 and p2 to generate patterns. 
For example, our approach inspects the context surrounding chromatin protein HP1 and HDAC4 
in “HP1 interacts with HDAC4 in the two–hybrid system” to construct a pattern { “”,  <Protein>,  
“interacts with”,  <Protein>, “”}. After generating a number of patterns from the initial seed 
examples, our system scans the available sentences in search of segment of text that match the 
patterns. As a result of this process, it generates new tuples and uses them as the new “seed” and 
starts the process all over again by searching for these new tuples in the documents to identify new 
promising patterns. 
In order to learn these patterns from these sentences, we use a sentence alignment method to 
group similar patterns together and then learn each group separately for the generalized patterns 
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Definition 2. The Match(Ti, Tj) between two 5–tuples Ti=<prefixi, tagi1, infixi, tagi2, suffixi> 
and Tj = <prefixj, tagj1, infixj, tagj2, suffixj> is defined as 
Match(Ti, Tj) = Wprefix * Sim(prefixi, prefixj) + Winfix * Sim(infixi, infixj)  
                        + Wsuffix *Sim(suffixi, suffixj)  
There are many methods or formulas available to evaluate the similarity of two sentence 
segments such as perfixi and prefixj, which are ordered lists of words, numbers and punctuation 
marks etc. In our system, we use the sentence alignment function similar to the sequence 
alignment in bioinformatics. The advantage of using sentence alignment for similarity 
measurement is that it is flexible and can be implemented efficiently based on dynamic 
programming.  
After generating patterns, SPIE scans the text collection to discover new tuples. The basic ideas 
are outlined below. Our system first identifies sentences that include a pair of entities. For a given 
text segment, with an associated pair of entities E1 and E2, it generates the 5–tuples T=<perfix, 
E1_tag1, infix, E2_tag2, suffix>. A candidate tuple <E1, E2> is generated if there is a pattern Tp 
such that Match(T, Tp) is greater than the pre-specified threshold. Each candidate tuple will then 
have a number of patterns that helped generate it, each with an associated degree of match. Our 
approach relies on this information, together with score of the patterns (the score reflects the 
selectivity of the patterns), to decide what candidate tuples to actually add to the biological 
relationship table that is being constructed. Below are some sample extraction patterns generated 
from PubMed for protein-protein interaction. 
{“”, <Protein>, “interacts with”, <Protein> , “”} 
{“ ”, <Protein>,  “binds to”,  <Protein> , “”} 
{“Bind of ”, <Protein>, “to” ,<Protein>,  “”} 
{ “Complex of ”, <Protein> ,“and ”,  <Protein>,  “”} 
Our method represents the context around the proteins in the patterns in a flexible way that 
produces patterns that are selective, flexible, and have high coverage. As a result, SPIE will ignore 
those minor grammar variations in the sentences and focus on the important key phases in the 
sentences.  
Evaluation of Patterns and Tuples: Since there is no human feedback about the extracted 
tuples and patterns in this procedure, it is very important that the patterns and tuples generated 
during the extraction process be evaluated, bogus patterns are removed and only highly selective 
and confident tuples are used as seed examples in the next iteration to ensure the high quality of 
patterns and tuples generated in each step. This way, our system will be able to eliminate 
unreliable tuples and patterns from further consideration.  
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Generating good patterns is challenging. For example, we may generate a pattern {“”, 
<Protein>, <“–”>, <Protein> <Interaction>} from sentence “these data suggest that the 
histoneH3–histoneH2b interaction is…”. This pattern will be matched by any string that includes 
a protein followed by a hyphen, followed by another protein, followed by the word “interaction”. 
Estimating the confidence of the patterns, so that we don’t trust patterns that tend to generate 
wrong tuples, is one of the problems that we have to consider. The confidence of the tuple is 
defined based on the selectivity and the number of the patterns that generate it. Intuitively, the 
confidence of a tuple will be high if it is generated by many highly selective patterns, and a highly 
selective pattern tends to generate high confidence tuples. This idea is similar to the concepts of 
hub and authoritative pages in web searching [Brin,1998]. 
 
We use a metric originally proposed by Riloff to evaluate extraction pattern Pi generated by the 
Autoslog–TS [Riloff, 1996] in information extraction system, and define score (Pi) as 
 
Score(Pi) = Fi/Ni * log(Fi), (1) 
 
where Fi is the number of unique tuples among the extractions produced by Pi and Ni is the total 
number of unique tuples that Pi extracted. This metric can identify not only the most reliable 
extraction patterns but also patterns that will frequently extract relevant information (even if 
irrelevant information will also be extracted). 
Since for each tuple Tj, we store the set of patterns that produce it, together with the measure of 
similarity between the context in which the tuple occurred, and the matching pattern. Consider a 
candidate tuple Tj and the set of patterns P={Pi} that were used to generate Tj. The confidence of 
an extracted tuple Tj is evaluated as  
 
Conf(Tj) = 1- ∏k=1m (1- score(Pi) * Match(Tj)), (2) 
where m is the numebr of pattterns to generate Tj. 
 
Thus in the formulas above, Conf(Pi) is not simply the count of the relevant tuples, but is rather 
their cumulative relevance. The two formulas, (1) and (2), capture the mutual dependency of 
patterns and tuples. This recomputation and growth of precision and relevance scores is at the 
heart of the procedure. 
After determining the confidence of the candidate tuples using the definition above, our method 
discards all tuples with low confidence because these low quality tuples could add noise into the 
pattern generation process, which would in turn introduce more invalid tuples, degrading the 
performance of the system. 
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For illustration purposes, Table 2 lists 4 representative patterns that our system extracted from 
the document collection. 
 
Table 2. Actual patterns discovered by SPIE 
Confidence Left Middle Right 
0.82 “” Associate with “” 
0.79 Bind of to “” 
0.75 “” - complex 
0.74 Interaction of With “” 
 
6. Experiments 
 
The goal of our system is to extract as much valid biological knowledge as possible from the 
huge collection of biomedical literature and to combine them into a database. We realize that a 
biological relationship may appear in multiple times in various documents, but we do not need to 
capture every instance of such relationships. Instead, as long as we capture one tuple of such a 
relationship, we will consider our system to be successful for that relationship. Evaluating the 
precision and recall of our SPIE system is very difficult because of the large collection of the 
documents involved. It is possible to manually inspect them and calculate the precision and recall 
for small biomedical documents sets. Unfortunately, this evaluation approach does not scale and 
becomes infeasible for large collection of literature such as PubMed. Developing accurate 
evaluation metrics for this task is one of our future research plans. In this study we conducted two 
experiments. One is to simulate the biologist manually creating a set of key word filters to select 
the documents which are relevant to protein interaction, and then run the information extraction 
procedure on these documents to extract the protein-protein interaction pair (PPI). Nowadays this 
is the approach used by the users of Medline. However, information retrieval in such databases 
can become very time-consuming because searchers that are likely to identify many relevant 
information also find many irrelevant documents. For example, a text query for “protein 
interaction” of the Medline database retrieves 145857 documents (in Dec. 2003). In this study, we 
use 1600 human chromatin protein names  provided by domain expert Prof Lechner in BioScience 
and Biotechnology at Drexel university. Synonyms are derived from LocusLink and nucleotide 
databases maintained by NCBI. The total number of protein names is around 7000. The key word 
list is manually constructed with the help of Prof. Lechner. The result is shown in Table 3.  In our 
second experiment, we start with 10 pairs of protein-protein interaction pairs and use SPIE to 
automatically construct queries and use the learned queries to retrieve documents from PubMed. 
In each iteration, we set the maximum document size to 10k for each iteration, starting with 50000 
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documents and stop at 500,000 documents when the new tuples added is very small.  We repeat 
the experiments five times with different seed-pairs and take the average number of documents as 
the results as shown in Table 4. 
 
Table 3. Number of PubMed Abstract used in our test (key word based) 
Keywords # of  abstracts # of distinct PPI 
Protein Associate 8025 760 
Protein Interact 33835 2158 
Protein Bind 69981 2664 
Protein Association 82767 2093 
Protein Binding 83397 3184 
Protein interaction 145857 3795 
Protein complex 185157 4300 
Protein acetylate 172 116 
Protein acetylation 5027 827 
Protein conjugate 18770 92 
Protein destabilize 879 31 
Protein destabilization 2233 62 
Protein inhibit 124178 1602 
Protein modulate 41727 945 
Protein modulation 71159 913 
Protein phosphorylate 3991 315 
Protein phosphorylation 90475 2249 
Protein regulate 58586 2121 
Protein regulation 289940 5915 
Protein stabilization 27349 340 
Protein stabilize 5714 221 
Protein suppress 20069 633 
Protein target 74714 2433 
Total 1,444,002 37,769 
Total (elimination of 
redundant ones)  1,006,699 9980 
 
Table 4. Experimental Results (SPIE) 
# of abstracts # of PPI # of distinct  PPI 
50k 2224 1749 
100k 4412 3100 
150k 8348 4400 
200k 10527 5300 
250k 12461 6040 
300k 15152 6500 
350k 16612 7200 
400k 18202 8420 
450k 19070 8900 
all 19461 9183 
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It is obvious that SPIE has a significant performance advantage over the key-word based approach. 
ISPIE only examined 500K abstracts from PubMed to extract 9183 distinct chromatin protein-protein 
interaction pairs, while the key-word based approach examined 1.4 millions abstracts from PubMed to 
extract 9980 distinct chromatin protein-protein interaction pairs. 
 
7. Conclusion 
 
In this paper we present a novel ontology-based scaleable and portable method to extract 
biological knowledge from biomedical literature. Our method addresses portability and 
performance issues simultaneously. Our method is efficient to work in large online biomedical 
literature databases and flexible enough to be applied in very complicated domains with little 
human intervention. Our system SPIE can be used to extract many binary relationships such as 
protein–protein interaction, cell signaling or protein–DNA interactions from a large collection of 
text files once the name dictionary of the studied object is provided and is a very useful tool for 
functional bioinformatics.  
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